
The Poetry Project
DAY 2



Style Contributes to Meaning

DICTION: the words the poet uses (word choice) 

POINT OF VIEW: 1st person (the power of “I”); 
2nd person (directed at the reader, “you”); 3rd person 
(distant narrator); who is the speaker? 

TONE: the attitude of the speaker toward his/her 
subject matter



INTRODUCTION TO POETRY 
billy collins 

I ask them to take a poem 
and hold it up to the light 
like a color slide 

or press an ear against its hive. 

I say drop a mouse into a poem 
and watch him probe his way out, 

or walk inside the poem's room 
and feel the walls for a light switch. 

I want them to waterski 
across the surface of a poem 
waving at the author's name on the shore. 

But all they want to do 
is tie the poem to a chair with rope 
and torture a confession out of it. 

They begin beating it with a hose 
to find out what it really means.

1st person 
POV - 

teacher?
simile creates an image

transition 
= change 
in tone

poems are color slides

poems are full of 
activity

poems are mazes

poems are dark rooms 
waiting for light!

poems are oceans

BUT, some poems are 
PRISONERS!!!



A Reflection on Billy Collins’s “Introduction to Poetry”

Billy Collins’s poem, “Introduction to Poetry,” gives me a new way to 

think about reading poetry. The speaker describes poems as a “color 

slide,” a “hive,” and a labyrinth where readers may drop in a mouse 

and “watch him probe his way out.” These are unexpected images that 

reveal fresh ideas to me about what poems are and what power they 

may hold for those who are willing to explore them.

titles in quotes

direct quotes from the poem

A Style Analysis of



Each time the speaker offers a new possibility for what a poem may 

be, one idea remains the same–every encounter with a poem is active 

in a positive way. Readers can “waterski / across the surface of a 

poem” or feel its dark walls looking “for a light switch.” However, the 

poem concludes with a final, negative interaction: when readers 

(perhaps students) begin beating a poem “with a hose / to find out 

what it really means.” This leads me to believe that for the speaker, 

poems should not be treated as prisoners who must be tortured into 

revealing their secrets. Instead, poems are beautiful vistas, mazes 

teeming with life, and even dark spaces patiently awaiting illumination.

slashes in quotes show line breaks



The poem’s diction is plain, even conversational, and contributes to its 

accessibility. The poem is written in free verse, as there is no rhyme scheme, and 

there are no difficult words that send me scrambling for a dictionary.  As the poem 

progresses the speaker (possibly a teacher–for who else interacts with poems in 

this way?) states at different times, “I ask,” “I say,” and “I want” as he invites 

others to engage a poem. Then, the speaker’s tone shifts when he says, “But all 

they want to do…” Until now the speaker had been purposefully guiding others 

through the reading of a poem until he is frustrated by their reaction. Once helpful 

and hopeful, the speaker’s tone is now one of disappointment at the realization 

that others do not interact with poems as he had hoped. Rather than seeing 

poems as brimming with possibilities, poems become political prisoners held in a 

literary Guantánamo. 

using literary elements effectively!



I love poems that are about poetry and the experience of 

encountering poetry. The poet Archibald MacLeish once wrote that “A 

poem should not mean / But be.” I think Billy Collins would agree with 

this. There is more than one way to listen to a poem and if readers 

are attentive, poems will invite us into their lives in various, 

sometimes unexpected ways. Personally, I wouldn’t mind learning to 

“waterski / across the surface of a poem / waving at the author’s 

name on the shore.” That sounds like fun.

sentence length variety: long sentence 
followed by a short sentence for impact



Writing a Style Analysis
1-2 pp., typed & double-spaced. Submitted to 
Turnitin.com by 11:59 p.m. on Sunday, 
2/28/16. 

Analyzing how diction, tone, p.o.v. and any 
other literary elements or strategies assist the poem 
in accomplishing its purpose. 

Hint: How does the poem’s diction affect its tone?


